
Introduction

In every pregnancy there is a risk that the fetus has

aneuploidy. Until about two decades ago this risk

used to be assessed on the basis of maternal age

and family history only. Since then, other factors

that affect this risk have been discovered and some

of them have been introduced into the clinical

practice of genetic counselling (Sohn et al. 2003).

Currently the parameters employed for prenatal

screening in the first trimester are: nuchal translu-

cency (NT) measured by ultrasound (NT is on av-

erage increased in fetuses with trisomy 21),

presence of nasal bones assessed by ultrasound (in

the first trimester nasal bones are absent in the ma-

jority of trisomy 21 fetuses), pregnancy-as-

sociated plasma protein A (PAPP-A) and the free

beta subunit of human chorionic gonadotrophin

(free beta-hCG) measured in maternal serum

(PAPP-A is on average reduced in pregnancies of

trisomy 21 fetuses and free beta hCG is on average

increased) (Nicolaides et al. 1992; Spencer et al.

1994; Larose et al. 2003). Deviations of the exam-

ined parameters from the median of normal preg-

nancies are converted into a risk factor by which

the a priori risk is multiplied so as to arrive at

the final risk for specific fetal anomaly, e.g.

trisomies 21, 13, 18, monosomy X and triploidy.

If the risk of fetal aneuploidy is high enough to jus-

tify an invasive test (usually the cut-off value for

the risk of birth of a child with trisomy 21 is

around 1 in 300 – equivalent to the risk in

a 36-year old woman), amniocentesis or chorionic

villus sampling is offered (Spencer et al. 2003).
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Screening is rational only when a large propor-

tion of the population is tested, which means that

a large number of women will present with in-

creased risk of the fetal disorder. This calls for

a cytogenetic test, which, however, is expensive

and takes a long time to obtain the result, which is

unacceptable for many women. The most common

procedures to obtain fetal tissues for cytogenetic

testing are amniocentesis, chorionic villus sam-

pling, and fetal blood sampling. These procedures

are connected to a small, but definite risk of fetal

death. Long-standing attempts by our and other

groups to develop a reliable non-invasive method

for prenatal diagnosis, so far have led to the ability

to diagnose genetic markers not present in the ma-

ternal genome, e.g. the Rhesus factor, but not

chromosomal anomalies yet (Zhong et al. 2000).

Conventional cytogenetics using Giemsa

banding of metaphase preparations detects a wide

range of aberrations with a high reliability, deserv-

ing the position of a gold standard in prenatal diag-

nosis. Because this technology is so reliable, it has

not changed much for the last 30 years, even earn-

ing the affectionate name of a “living fossil”.

In the era of rapidly evolving molecular methods

this conservatism is, however, not entirely justifi-

able. In recent years cytogenetics in combination

with molecular methods, have made rapid prog-

ress, resulting in development of FISH, CGH and

all their varieties. The unique and unquestionable

merit of classic cytogenetics is the ability to screen

the whole karyotype in a “single test” and to detect

balanced major rearrangements. The resolution of

classic cytogenetics, however, is of the order of

only 2 to 6 million base pairs, which constitutes

one of the most serious drawbacks. Classic

cytogenetics is subject to technical problems, such

as culture failure, external contamination and even

sometimes selective growth of maternal cells.

Quantitative interpretation of banded karyotypes

can be limited by cell-to-cell variability in chro-

mosome condensation and staining characteris-

tics. The subjective nature of the karyotype

analysis by banding methods also potentially com-

plicates interlaboratory comparisons of the size or

staining characteristics of specific lesions or

polymorphisms (Langlois et al. 1982). Problems

are high cost, low throughput, long turnaround

time, the limitation of suitable test material to via-

ble, dividing cells, and the requirement for highly

qualified staff.

Since balanced chromosomal rearrangements

are usually associated with a normal phenotype, in

prenatal diagnosis the detection of unbalanced re-

arrangements and particularly autosomal

trisomies is of more immediate interest.

Search for a molecular method that would re-

place or at least augment classic cytogenetics is

underway. It is expected that DNA-based methods

will eventually be cheaper, faster and will have

a greater resolution. The time-to-result interval is

a particularly important issue, since more women

are nowadays referred for invasive prenatal diag-

nosis with a high risk after prenatal screening and

the long time necessary for the classic cyto-

genetics is often unacceptable for them (Weinans

et al. 2000; Leung et al. 2002; Adinolfi et al.

1995).

Many molecular techniques may potentially be

used to detect the underlying chromosome copy

number changes in unbalanced rearrangements:

fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH), Southern

blots, loss of heterozygosity (LOH) assays,

microarray technology, comparative genomic hy-

bridization, automated nuclear DNA cytometry,

different modifications of polymerase chain reac-

tion, comparative genomic hybridization (CGH),

and quantitative single-nucleotide polymorphism

analysis (Q-SNP) by mass spectrometry or

microarrays. However, some of the methods are

not practical in routine prenatal diagnostic settings

for various reasons. Many techniques exist for

which the principle has been proved but which are

under further development. In this article we will

focus mainly on the PCR-based methods that may

be expected to come into practice, as they are ame-

nable to automation and high throughput.

Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH)

FISH of interphase amniocytes is a routine method
used for rapid screening for the most common
types of aneuploidies. From the technical point of
view, the method bridges classic cytogenetics with
molecular approach. FISH utilizes fluorescently
stained single-stranded DNA segments comple-
mentary to regions of individual chromosomes.
These probes hybridize with target DNA se-
quences in the sample and can be identified by flu-
orescence microscopy in interphase nuclei.
In aneuploidy screening, the light signals emitted
by the fluorescent stains enable enumeration of
the chromosomes that are most commonly in-
volved in numerical aberrations (Trask et al.
1991).

DNA probes used in prenatal diagnosis of

aneuploidy by FISH can be categorized in the fol-

lowing ways:
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– probes consisting of tandemly repeated human

DNA sequences, such as centromeric alpha satel-

lite sequences, which are often used for identifica-

tion and enumeration of specific chromosomes in

interphase nuclei;

– unique sequence probes used for the identifica-

tion of small regions of the genome, which may be

deleted or duplicated in certain syndromes and are

often missed by conventional cytogenetics (e.g.

Williams syndrome, DiGeorge syndrome

(CATCH22), and many others). The use of these

probes may be indicated when signs associated

with microdeletion syndromes are visible on ultra-

sound.

FISH diagnosis of interphase cells avoids

the need to culture cells and reduces the time re-

quired for the diagnosis. However, this technique

is relatively labour-intensive, requires intact cells

and technical expertise, and cannot detect bal-

anced rearrangements and imbalanced aberrations

involving chromosomal segments other than

the sequences complementary to the probe set

used. The major aneuploidies diagnosed prena-

tally involve the autosomes 13, 18, 21, and sex

chromosomes. FISH on interphase nuclei provides

an initial rapid screen preceding the full

cytogenetic evaluation (Ward et al. 1993). In com-

parison to most DNA-based methods, FISH is less

sensitive to maternal cell contamination, because

the fetal cells can be morphologically distin-

guished from the maternal cells.

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

PCR is the most widely used technique of ge-
netic analysis, owing to the combination of the
highly specific hybridization and exponential am-
plification of the target sequences.

Among the molecular methods amenable to

quantitative study, PCR has several advantages:

it is less labour-intensive and more sensitive than

in situ hybridization and, unlike Southern blot

analysis, does not require a large amount of DNA

or transfer to a membrane and hybridization for

quantitation.
When using PCR for quantitative measure-

ments, the following issues need to be kept in
mind.
– The measurement should be made during the re-
producible exponential phase of the amplification.
Consequently, the number of cycles may not be
exceedingly high, as with very high cycle numbers
the competing products and other factors decrease
amplification efficiency, causing a plateau effect.

– The concentration of the starting DNA cannot be

very low, as with very low sequence copy numbers

the early phase of amplification is stochastic (i.e.

allele drop-out phenomenon).

– In multiplex PCR the presence of multiple

primer pairs compromises the robustness of the re-

action and reliability of quantitation (Schouten et

al. 2002).

– Comparisons “between wells” may not be valid,

because of small deviations resulting from

pipetting errors, alterations in polymerase activi-

ties, etc. This shortcoming would not be overcome

even by post-run data analysis (Pfaffl et al. 2001;

Liu et al. 2002.).

The PCR methods suitable for the detection of

fetal aneuploidy may be divided into two groups:

(1) assays that measure the amount of products af-

ter additional analytical steps, and (2) assays in

which the measurement is performed during

the very process of amplification. Quantitative flu-

orescent PCR, multiplex amplifiable probe hy-

bridization (MAPH), multiplex ligation-depend-

ent probe amplification (MLPA) and melting

curve of single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)

loci after the PCR belong to group 1, while

real-time quantitative PCR bolongs to group 2.

Quantitative fluorescent PCR (QF-PCR)

Historically the first attempt for PCR-based detec-

tion of aneuploidy involved PCR amplification of

small-tandem-repeat (STR) markers located on

a given chromosome, and analysis by fluores-

cence-based methods to identify the presence of

an additional allele (from the third copy of

the chromosome) or the absence of the second al-

lele, denoting its monosomy. This DNA approach

was first used for the diagnosis of monosomy X,

and has since been modified to include the identi-

fication of some common trisomies. QF-PCR is

the most extensively validated DNA-based tech-

nique of rapid aneuploidy detection, as many stud-

ies have assessed the clinical usefulness of this

method (Eiben et al. 1999; Findlay et al. 1998;

Levett et al. 2001). In summary, the main advan-

tages of the prenatal diagnosis of trisomy 21 on

DNA extracted from uncultured samples of

amniotic fluid are: the small amount of fluid re-

quired and the speed with which the test can be

done. The technique can be automated and

96 samples processed simultaneously, and results

are available on the same day. However, it re-

quires special software for interpretation and
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the development of a set of markers designed par-

ticularly for this purpose (Mann et al. 2001). After

amplification of chosen polymorphic sequences

for a limited cycle number, the fluores-

cent-labelled PCR products are analysed by elec-

trophoresis. Quantitative assessment of copy

number can be performed by measuring the area

under the curve of the specific peak on

the electrophoregram. A normal result shows 2 al-

leles of different length with peaks of equal inten-

sity on the electrophoregram. A trisomic sample

shows either 3 different-sized alleles of equal in-

tensity or 2 peaks with a ratio of 2/1 (Figure1).

A single peak is equivocal: it could indicate the

presence of either 2 or 3 chromosomes carrying an

allele of the same size. Thus a normal sample can-

not be distinguished from that of a Down’s syn-

drome fetus with this marker, and an analysis

using a different, informative allele is necessary.

Up to now, the STR-based strategy has been

the method of choice for molecular detection of

aneuploidies. Although attractive, this method has

several disadvantages. The major drawback here

is the need for an informative polymorphism, as

even when using multiple sequences, in some pa-

tients no informative sequences may be found.

The polymorphic loci show different frequencies

in different populations, so polymorphisms found

to be optimal in one population may be ineffective

in another (Slater et al. 2003). At least two highly

heterozygous short-tandem-repeat (STR) markers

are needed to determine trisomy 21 using QF-PCR

with fluorescent STRs (Toth et al. 1998). Usually

4 or more markers are used per chromosome, in-

creasing the complexity of PCR (Schmidt et al.

2000). Levett et al. (2001), in a large prospective

study of 5000 amniotic fluids, were not able to

read an unequivocal result for 1 chromosome in

2% of the samples because 7 out of 8 markers

showed a homozygous peak. A further drawback

of the assay is that polymerase stuttering can lead

to products of false length, which may lead to

misdiagnosis. Certain polymorphisms are more

prone to this error and usually replaced by better

ones. QF-PCR can also detect maternal cell con-

tamination because it is associated with additional

peaks and distortion of the ratios of the QF-PCR

peaks even if the maternal cells are present in low

numbers. In this regard, QF-PCR is less prone to

error than most other DNA-based methods. None-

theless, an admixture of maternal cells may be

confused with mosaicism irrespective of

the method and constitutes a problem for all tech-

niques (Pertl et al. 1999). The test is semi-quanti-

tative, with less need for precision than pure

quantitative measurement. Such approaches can

detect aneuploidy resulting from first or second

meiotic divisions.

Summing up, to detect trisomies using poly-

morphic sequences, one needs either 3 alleles of

different length with equal amounts of products or

a 2-allele pattern characterized by a 2 : 1 ratio.

Multiplex ligation-dependent probe

amplification (MLPA)

MLPA is a recently developed PCR-based

quantitation technique, which enables robust

quantitation of up to 40 sequences in a single test,

using only one pair of primers. By using identical

primers, the reaction efficiencies are equal for
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each target. In this approach, multiple tagged

oligonucleotide probe pairs are hybridized to dis-

tinct genomic regions, followed by mismatch-

-sensitive ligation of only correctly hybridized

probe pairs. Then the templates are amplified with

common fluorescent primers, the products un-

dergo capillary electrophoresis and the fluorescent

peaks are used for quantification. A relative probe

signal is calculated for every probe (length) by di-

viding each individual peak area by the sum of the

peak areas of all the probes in the sample and ex-

pressed as a multiple of the relative probe signal

obtained in a control sample. The expected value

for a euploid sample is close to 1 and for a trisomic

sample is close to 1.5. The first blind, prospective

clinical trial found this new method robust and re-

liable. New trials are underway (Slater et al.

2003).

Multiplex amplifiable probe hybridization

(MAPH)

MAPH is another recently developed PCR-based

quantitative technique enabling quantitation of

multiple DNA sequences. In this technique, like in

MLPA, not the sample DNA, but the probes hy-

bridizing to this DNA are amplified. Because

the probes are in surplus, every sequence to be rec-

ognized in the sample DNA is occupied, so there is

a direct relation between the copy number of

the target sequences in the sample DNA and

the amount of the bound probe. The filter with

bound sample DNA and hybridized probes is thor-

oughly washed, to remove any unbound probes,

therefore there is no need for the ligation step.

Then the templates are amplified with common

fluorescent primers and the products quantitated

on a genetic analyser. For this technique, as in all

fluorescence-based methods, one of the primers is

usually coupled to a fluorophore, to enable detec-

tion and measurement of band intensity after gel or

capillary electrophoresis. To our knowledge,

MAPH has not been used yet to detect aneuploidy,

but potentially it is a method that in a single run

could quantitate multiple (around 40) sequences

from the genome. Thus it could, for example, de-

tect common aneuploidies and microdeletion syn-

dromes.

Both MLPA and MAPH are robust and poten-

tially applicable to various purposes in high or low

throughput formats. Both techniques are equally

highly sensitive to the quality of DNA sample.

Triploidy or contamination with maternal cells

cannot be readily detected by these methods

(the admixture of maternal cells could theoreti-

cally be detected if the maternal DNA sample was

processed in parallel with the fetal sample).

The two techniques differ in the ease with which

probes can be generated and the labour intensity of

performing the assay. Ready for use kits for sev-

eral applications are available (Sellner et al. 2004).
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Allele quantification combined

with melting curves analysis

of single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)

loci

In this technique, PCR products amplified from

the two different alleles of a pair of heterozygous

chromosomes are distinguished by tempera-

ture-dependent loss of fluorescence by hybridiza-

tion probes. This translates into two “melting

peaks” centred on the melting temperature spe-

cific for each allele. In euploid DNA, for each het-

erozygous SNP, an allele ratio of 1.0 is expected,

whereas in trisomic samples, ratios of 0.5 or 2.0

are expected depending on which allele is

overrepresented. The representation of each allele

can be estimated by the area under the curve of

the derivative melting curve in a post-PCR melt-

ing step (Pont-Kingdon et al. 2003). The measure-

ment can be performed in the same well and in

a real-time PCR instrument, avoiding additional

sample handling or processing.
A disadvantage here is the need for informative

polymorphisms, as even when using multiple se-
quences, in some patients no informative se-
quences may be found. In theory, a panel of six
independent SNPs, each heterozygous in 50% of
the population, provides an accuracy >98% if di-
agnosis is established with only one heterozygous
locus. In a clinical test that would require confir-
matory data from at least two SNPs, informative

data would be obtained for more than 89% of
the population.

The assay is rapid, with little sample demand,

but requires several control reactions due to vari-

ability between tests.

Real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR)

One of the most robust and versatile tools for

the measurement of the copy number of nucleic

acid sequences, which has been developed re-

cently, is real-time quantitative PCR. It has gained

popularity because it is more sensitive, specific

and reproducible than previous techniques and

owing to these features it has been employed for

the analysis of gene expression, determination of

gene deletions or duplications in various areas of

research. It is worth pointing out that recent instru-

ments make it possible to obtain results of certain

tests after 15 minutes. In comparison to conven-

tional PCR, real-time PCR also offers a much

wider dynamic range of up to 107-fold (compared

to 1000-fold in conventional qPCR). This means

that a wide range of ratios of target and normaliser

can be assayed with equal sensitivity and specific-

ity.

This technique requires a thermocycler com-

bined with an optical device for excitation of

fluorochromes and detection of emitted photons.

Real-time qPCR, unlike the “classic” PCR, en-

ables monitoring of the accumulation of the prod-

uct during the amplification process, which
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Figure 3. Illustration of the principle of MAPH
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enables abandoning the gel separation phase. Con-

sequently, the analysis is performed in a single

well in a closed system without further sample

handling. Accumulation of the product can be de-

tected by several different fluorescence markers:

intercalating dyes, molecular beacons,

dual-labelled probes. Of these, intercalating dyes

are the most prone to false results, because of

the appearance of the non-specific dou-

ble-stranded products. The TaqMan real-time

qPCR is based upon fluorescence produced by

the 5’ nuclease method: the so-called TaqMan

dual-labelled probe with a fluorescent detector

dye at the 5’ end and with a quencher at the 3’ end

hybridizes to a specific sequence between the two

primers. The annealing temperature of the probe is

higher than the melting temperature of the prim-

ers, guaranteeing that in every cycle a labelled

probe hybridizes to every complementary se-

quence before primers bind. After the primers

have bound to the DNA, the Taq polymerase starts

elongation and at the same time, owing to its

nuclease activity, nicks the 5’ end of the probe.

This separates the detector from the quencher,

which causes the detector dye to emit a character-

istic fluorescence signal when excited by light.

Because the cleavage of each dual-labelled probe

is the result of a single amplification event, the in-

tensity of excited fluorescence is directly propor-

tional to the number of probes cleaved and

the amount of PCR product synthesised.

When performing a quantitative PCR reaction

to determine the ploidy of the sample, an internal

standard must be implemented to enable relative

quantitation. While diagnosing aneuploidy of

a given chromosome, sequences specific for other

autosomes may be chosen as such a standard.

The detection of fetal aneuploidy is a particularly

difficult task, involving more precision than usual

quantitative applications, because it requires un-

equivocal discrimination of DNA quantities being

in the ratio of 3 : 2. Most of the described methods

enable discrimination between quantities in the ra-

tio of at most 2 : 1 (Zimmermann B et al. 2002).

It has recently been shown that the accuracy of

the real-time qPCR is even superior to the specifi-

cations given by equipment manufacturers, in that

it can detect as low as 3 : 2 differences in copy

number, whereas the lowest differences reported

to date were 2 : 1. A detection of differences in

the ratio of 3 : 2 is evidently a requirement when

attempting to determine fetal aneuploidy.

Achieving such a high accuracy requires imple-

mentation of stringent experimental and analytical

conditions. The quantitative PCR is based on com-

parable and stable PCR efficiencies for the target

sequences: one located, e.g., in the Down’s syn-

drome critical region and the others on different

chromosomes.

Currently, the spectral overlap of fluorophores

limits the maximum possible number of simulta-

neous amplifications up to 4 sequences in existing

real-time qPCR machines, so potentially 4 se-

quences could be quantitated in a single test in one

well (Schouten et al. 2002).

There are significant advantages of real-time

qPCR in comparison to other systems: the closed

system reduces the risk of contamination and

saves space. There is no need for post PCR pro-

cessing, which saves time and provides an elegant

and reproducible assay. Data for analysis are col-

lected not at the arbitrarily chosen end of the ex-
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(or multiple points) for analysis may be chosen

retrospectively, depending on the characteristics

of the amplification profile (Figure 4). The shape

of the amplification curve per se provides a means

of quality control of the analysis. The technique is

amenable to automation and high throughput, and

the sample demand is little. An expensive se-

quencer is not necessary. Besides, the method tar-

gets non-polymorphic sequences, a once estab-

lished assay should be applicable to all patients,

and multiple loci only need to be examined for se-

curity purposes.

Discussion

The development of molecular techniques for

the detection of fetal aneuploidy is still at an early

stage. We may hypothesize that the reliability of

classic cytogenetics has hampered the develop-

ment of competitive molecular methods. Recently

the main source of increased demand for faster

molecular methods has been the large proportion

of fetuses who are karyotyped because of the very

high risk after efficient non-invasive screening.

However, most prenatal laboratories do not per-

form these rapid tests in all patients, and there is no

agreement as to which of these methods will be-

come a method of choice.

DNA-sequence-based methods provide

a means for the detection of autosomal trisomy in

one of the following ways:

– detection of polymorphisms (methods based on

this concept are: PCR of STR, melting analysis of

SNP);

– detection of abnormal sequence or chromosome

dosage (methods using this approach are:

real-time PCR, MLPA and MAPH).

It seems probable that the choice of the molec-

ular method for the detection of aneuploidy will

depend on the indication for the test. If such a test

is to be performed in a low-risk patient simply for

earlier reassurance, testing of sequences only from

the chromosomes that are most often engaged in

aneuploidy would be recommended. In a patient

at a high risk of aneuploidy because of suspicious

ultrasound or biochemical findings, a more de-

tailed analysis comprising also common micro-

deletion syndromes would seem justified.

In the future, molecular methods could also screen

the subtelomeric regions, if current presumptions

about their association with mental retardation are

confirmed.

Current molecular methods do not provide any

means for genome-wide-screening, although their

resolution is considerably superior to classic

cytogenetics. At present, maximally 40 sequences

can be examined in one test, and analysis directed

at specific alleles is constrained to the targeted re-

gions. This does not compare favourably with

the figure of 500 bands easily achievable by clas-

sic cytogenetics, which simultaneously surveys

the ploidy of all chromosomes as well. The molec-

ular methods, however, concentrate on particular

“hot spots”, i.e. critical regions, associated with

specific, relatively common pathologies, their re-

sults are unequivocal, and lesions beyond the reso-

lution of cytogenetics may be detected. The future

therefore seems to belong to the molecular ap-

proach.
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